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Indian Cultural Week will end Saturday night with the Nizhoni Dances,
with performances of 17 dances by members of 10 tribes.
The dances will begin at 7:30 in Johnson Gym, with proceeds going to
scholarships.
Today 's activities include the bake sale and arts and crafts show in the
Uni(Jn Ballroom until 4 p.m., and a lecture by Reuben Snake, an Omaha
working in urban programs. 4t 7 p.m., also in tlze Ballroom. Snake's speech
will be followed by a western dance featuring the Playboys.
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~Earth

Week?
Well, first the workmen
decided to wash down
Central. They washed it, and
washed it, and washed it. For
more than one hour in fact.
(There is a water shortage in
northern New .Mexico and
rumor has it Ken White's best
friends (moo) are getting
thirsty down south also.)
And then, perhaps because
next week is Earth Week~
what hadn't been washed
down all began to blow
away. Perhaps there won't be
an earth left to celebrate.

:Photo by Chuck I•'cil

Ob, Whoopee!

Meanwhile, elsewhere on campus,
construction <>n the thermal palace
(otherwise laughingly referred to as either a
"mall" or a "plaza' 1) continues apace. (It
was originally scheduled to be finished about
six w~eks ago.) Orte of the newer items of
equipment currently finding great usage bas
now been installed for tall•legged dogs.
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editorial

]avits' Bill Not the End
Supposedly, anti-war people will be
cheered by the yesterday's Senate support
for the War Powers Bill curbing the creation
of war by administrative fiat.
It's impossible not to be glad the Senate
has at long la11t decided by more than a
marglnal vote to try to curtail the
executive's increasingly dictatorial handling
of foreign affairs.
But, insisting the U.S. Senate must agree
to any foreign troop committment does not
tum this coun,try's milita.."Y !ea.11ings aside.

Senators are quick to become hawks when
convinced the national security is at stake.
All the War Powers BUl may do is force
coming administrations to pw:su.e military
alarmism as a matter of course to get Senate
concurrence for military expenditures and
maneuvers.
But there is more safety in numbers,
numbers who come up for re-election. The
chances of applying antl-war pressure to
Senators in each district are greater than
reachiag the :remota office of the Pretdrlent.

mB~~~

'TH£ OEMOCRATIC CONVENTION COMMITTEE FUND DRIVE WOULD LIKE $500,000
AND A PARACHUTE!'

letters. • '

(Editor's Note: In. view of the
nature of the following, and
endeavoring to insure that the
author
has
been
quoted
"conectly," the' DaUy Lobo Is
printing the following letter
eJCactly as teceived. All er~urs of
spelling,
grammar,
and
punctuation are the author's
own.)

It has been a couple of years since anyone on the Daily
Lobo staff totem pole would allow me to bring a taste of
odorless trash onto page two. They were c<?ntent with ~uali~y
merchandise triple spaced and ~prayed w1th Mennen s Skin
Bracer. As a lot of you are probably noticing right now, you
are not even reading this page-too much opinion and. not
enough ff:\ct, That's the trouble with an editorial page. If you
will read another couple of paragraphs I will insert the first
fact to get stuck on page two in two years. (Remember, it
didn't even used to be page two.)
First off the business manager withdrew his resignation
papers whe~ I dropped from the staff in favor of work in the
United States Ssnata. He !:'..ad bee!!. eontinn~lly dismayed.QVer
my remarks concerning many of the D~iJ.y Lobo's advertisers.
Everytime some business screwed bver a r~ader, we'd
embarrass them. Coincidence had it that the busmesses were
nearly always advertisers with the paper. So by May of a
certain year the only advertiser in the Daily Lobo was the
Bookstore, and they were on some kind of a contract with
us
·Thought you readers might want to know why advertising
is on its way down again. Be sure and keep reading daily and
watch the attrition rate lead to an increase in campus news.
The less ad space, the more reporters have to bust their
collective asses filling those column inches with trivia released
from the UNM Probation Club, the Cannabis Club and
others.
Two weeks ago I happened to drive behind the building on
the used cur lot o!!. the corn!:'!' of San Mateo and Lomas. And
what do you think I found? A man with one of the finest sets
of tools I've ever seen was fixing what appeared to be an
inoperative or malfunctioning odometer, It is encouraging to
note the cars that some conscientious dealers show in
preparing their wares, Our congratulations and applause. And
a hint. It is much easier to change the mileage of a car
without being detected if one does it inside the building and
uses only a quarter-inch drive set and a couple of small screw
drivers.

* * *

Anyone insulted by the current manager of the Yale
Foodway need simply complain in writing to the district
manager of Foodway. He hides out at 1239 Bellamah NW,
my view of the accuracy of the Presuming accident or
and
doesn't take lightly to store personnel who scowl
Lobo's quotativ~ capabilities.
misunderstanding~;, I presume the
continually
at the public. Address it "Dear Sir:".
Quote #1, "Fisltbine said Lobo will gladly rectify the

* * *

* * *

* *

* * *

*

* *

of we~~~l:le-f~re you order. .. _____ .. ___ _
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------By grant harvey·.~~,-.---.~
....

options open to him would matter.
(Editor's Note: The Daily Lobo
include 'dropping from the race or
While I'm on the subject, I would like to thank the
pouibly postponing the stands by its story and the friendly person who always opens a bag of potato chips in
elec:i:.ion • ", would have been accuracy of the .reporting of
the Foodway stores on Sunday. I would never think of taking
aceurate if it had read "Fishbine, Fishbine's remarks.
Additionally, we would like tt> a chip out to eat during the week when there are clerks, or
when asked what options were
open to him said, 'Dropping it( the remind him that he is a c:andidate cutters or whatever they are working behind the meat
persuit of an unconstitutionality for public office who asked the counter.
'Misquotation' Charged
ruHng and subsequent action) or ASUNM Attorney General to rule
The attached statement denotes possibly postponing the on the election in which he has an
my views of the article "ASUNM election.' "
Read an interesting article in a Canadian underground. A
interest. His reluctance to make
Electious Regulations Ruled
spokesman
public
his
reasons
for
that
action
for a large group of American war resistors in
Quote #2, "Fishbine said be
Unconstitutional" published was 'Curious about ••• " etc., is we hold to b(! unconscionable in Toronto said they didn't really understand what all the fuss
Monday, April 10, 1972. correct.
an office seeker.)
was down south concerning amnesty for the "dodgers"
Particular emphasise is placed
Quote #3, "Fishbine said he
(Root, root. xoot for the Dodgers .••) "Hell, hardly any of us
upon a number of quotes himself was a 'good programmer. aasstoom Air
attributed to myself.
I'm not sure such a program could
How dare those damn factories would go back ii we could-except maybe to visit our friends
My motivation stems from the li!lfeguard
voting any more than a and power plants belch muck into and score some good weed." Seems they felt that the
realisation that the severity o£ the paper ballot.' ", would have been
misquotes could conceivably have accurate if it had read, "Fishbine the air and endanger our health problems they were avoiding when they left were a little
and well-being-that's what more widespread than simply the war.
deleterious effect upon both my
'I consider myself a everyone on campus is saying in
chm-ecter and cutten!; job l!l"t.!ttrity. said,
senrl·corup;;tent programmer and I
*
Though those of us who really have some sincere doubts these days of nnti•po!lution
Funny, I haven't heard anyone suggest, "Let's all go get
witnessed my end of the that a computorised election campaigns.
Nobody on campus is for air bombed at Leo's," for awhile.
conversation were greatly amused, would have the security
pollution.
Nobody wants to
at first, by the IUlture of the story, capabilities of a ballot or voting
breathe poison, or to have
it soon ooe<~me apparent that machine election!' "
Artd speaking of bars, it seems things do go better with
impurities in his eyes, hair, food. coke, at least at Okie's on Thursdays.
there are a large number of people
Quote #4, "Fishbine said, 'l
Nobody?
who had taken the story quite know you don't have a. recording
Unfortunately
there are some
* *
seriously. If the story's quotes of this conversation •• !' etc.,
Talked to Joe Cocker on the phone last night and he
were in fact true, I could merely would have been correct if it had on campus who are themselves
be dissatisfied with my end of the read, "I sincerely doubt that polluters--they smoke cigarettes, confided that he was going to make a presentation of his
conversation, In that they you've been recording this pipes, and cigan in the Woodstock star spangled blue and ;•;hite boots to Chuck
classrooms.
-~,t~CeiUy-- w-ets .out- .of---.acntP-xt.__ b.t!c~u~~- -1 --l'-..aven1t h~~'rrl_ A'be~rt'
This i.~ pnlluHnn. ThP Sllrgeon Andrews at the beginning of the concert. Andrews, known
misquoted. and in at least one and ma bell doesn't exactly
General's
recent report says across tile campus fur. i1is indepth and ~;:"JJ:lightenin-g-c-oneert
in11tance false, 1 must express COilSider that sort of thing legal."
tobacco
smoke
ir1 a room can be reviews, declhted the offeJ: when I relayed it to . him this
d ha ppoiutment with those .
A number of key words are hazardous to anyone wlto
responsible for the stQry,
morning telling me, "I ain't taking no bribes from any
missing in the Lobo version as
Please accept this as a request well as reference to a series of breathes it.
unknown
hangeron.''
If students are going to fight
to place this letter and the preceding antagonistic remarks
for clean air, why not start in the
*
attatched statement in your files
.
exchanged on both sides.
classrooms. TMs pollution is easy
Since everyone and his pet armadillo is building, driving
for future reference. Additionally,
Quote #5, "I'm going to deny ta solve: the smoker can leave the and wrecking converted truck-vans-campers, someone
1 would appreciate everything I said. I retract it all",
acknowlegeme11t of your receipt would have been correct if it had room and blow his smoke outside. decided to get rich and cash in on it. Don't know how good
Then it will not ruiu other
of these documents.
read, "., • well in that case, I may people's fresh air, health, and or comprehensive it is but a company in Ohio has put out a
Finally, should you quote parts have to deny everything rve said.
book telling how to pick out a good used suitable truck (van)
of these documents, as a personal I reserve the right to retract it comtort.
Faculty
knows
that
UNM
to plan floors, appliances, wiring, etc.-all you need to
how
favor please quote accurately, all."
regulations do not permit smoking get a complete home on wheels onto the road, or wherever it
completely, and in context.
The remarks leading up to.my at any time in the
Glcrt."l M. Fishbine
retort regarding the Lobo's U!lage clas~rooms---labs, seminars, and is you drive them. The problem is, the book is $12.95-worth
L11 Guna Box 189
or my comments have somehow non·class hours included, it if it is good, but a ripoff if it isn't. I'm going to send this
been lost to the story, This lends
('l'he following Js tl1e document an extremely distorted view on Anti·pollution advocates should little pre-trial publicity off to the company and request a
complain to Chester Travelstead, freebie to review as there have to be more people living in
Fishbine referred to.)
the couversation betWMI'! me and vice president Cor academic
buses and old milk trucks in Albuquerque than anywhere else
Rl'gnrding the. Monday, April my intervuer.
affairs. Hn will take remedial
10, 1972 Dally Lobo article on
in the universe. In case you ca11't wait to read the review (if
If this sort of coveraga is action.
''ASUNM Elections typical of the Lobo, l find it
Clean air is right for everyone, there is to be one) here is the address: Motor Horne, Box
Regulations ... " etc., tlte disttessing to realise that only 1/5 and it's everyone's right.
8402, Canton, Ohio, 44711. Why don t you give me a couple
____t'olJgwi_t!_~t_ co1__n_m~~ts _determine
of what is printed is fact. John Littlewood
Page 2
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The total n11mber of women
for witchcraft in Europe
between 1484 and 1782 is
lle:lleVed-t01\ave reacrretl-8\lO,OOO.----e;~eecuted

Ice Cream Selling Harder Than Expected

By TOM MILLER
Alternative Feature Service
AUSTIN, Texas--My childhood
fantasy of driving an ice-cream
truck is now a childhood reality,
or at least it has been Cor the last
five weeks. I'm leaving the
profession aftex- a month at it, For
me the dreamsicle is over, but I
sure have learned a lot.
Dtiving an ice-cream truck
exposes you to ~ople at a critical
juncture in their rlay-to-day Jives,
when they rElward themselves with
a small luxury delivered right on
the street. Little do they realize
the role of capitalism, religion,
health, and other factors that
come into play when they pay a
dime for a popsicle.
Prefe~ence

l

College students prefer
drumsticks and ice-cream
sandwiche&, children like
bcmb-p!:!.ps (three-J'lavored
popsicles) and deluxe bars (vanilla
with chocQlate coating); young
married couples buy together and
get fudgesicles,
You can tell what part of the
country people come from by
how they ask for certain items: if
they ask for a "nutty cone," it
seems tlleY 1I'S from tho mid··west
and want a drumstick (vanilla
cone with chocolate mixed in and
nuts on top.)
Easterners ask for a Good
Humor and get a deluxe bar (or
Refresho bar), while Californians
are more likely to ask for an
Eskimo Pie, which is the same as a
deluxe bar, (Is it racist to ask for
an Eskimo J.>ie? How about if
there were Whitey Bars or Indian
Dishes or Chicano Sundaes?
Would that be racist?)
Selling to little kids is the best
and worst part of the job.
Sometimes it rElsembles an Andy
Griffith show, with a dozen
children under ten laughing aud
crawling all over the truck ringing
the obnoxiously loud bell.
But more often I am the agent

of capitalism and The State,
demanding cash for enjoyment,
becoming the middleman between
producer and consumer, a front
for the popsicle-industrial
complex.
Ultimate Consumer
For most little kids, a visit to
the ice-cream truck is the first
time they spend money on their
own at all-I'm playing a role in
training them to be ultimate
consumexs. And to make matters
worse, there's a tax on everything,
so a popsicle is really l l cents, a
sandwich 16 cents and two
drumsticks 42 cents.
Introducing kids to
consumerism is bad enough, but
trying to explain what a tax js can
be disastrous. More often then
not, I tell them they don't need to
pay a tax because The State
should have no right to get their
money.
But a consciousness-raising
ses!lion on state fiscal policy and
socialist economics is· difficult
with a group of seven-year·olds,
especially when there are five
more behind them waiting for a
Big Boy (three·flavored sandwich,
costs 20 cents).
Small kids ask fer icc--cream net
by flavor, but by color. "Hey
mister, you got any red:; today,
mister?'' says a seven-year-old when
she wants a cherry popsicle. (Wait
a minute--maybe she is asking for
reds.) Older customers are a bit
more outfront. At least five times
a day, someone, usually a white
male, will ask if there's any dope
in the freezer unit for sale.
There've been a few teevee
shows about just that, and the
spectre of longhaircd dope-dealers
$elling majrijuana to school kids
out of ice·cream trucks has been
conjured up by everyone from J.
Edgar Hoover to Art "kids-do·thedarndest-things" Linkletter. I've
considered it; it sure wouldn't be
hard at all, but it would offer
more problems than profit.

'Pot'Referendum Question
OK' d for Election Ballot
The ASUNM Senate Wednesdaynight voted to place a.refereud!lm
question on the Sprmg elect1on
ballot which will allow the
$tUdent body to express their
views on the penalties tor
possession of marijuana.
The question which will be on
the ballot reads:
"Should the laws on marijuana:
"-1) remain as they are now
(a misdemeanor),
"-2) make possession of
marijuana a felony,
"-3) make marijuana legal
with governmental control of
distribution,
''-or 4) make matijuana
legal?
(Editor's note: The recent law
passed by the stat~ legislature
significantly reducing penalties for
possession of marijuana provides
for penalties ranging from a
misdemeanor to a fourth degree

Loboettes Tryouts

Scheduled·April15
Tryouts for the 1972-73
Lo boettes wlll be held in the
UNM Fine Arts Center room
B117 Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
Loboettes are a girls flag team
--which-- -niat-che5· -~vith- the U~ll''"1
marching band at all football
games. During the past year the
Loboettes also performed on stage
several times.
All girls enrolled in UNM or
girls who are graduating from high
school this spring and will be
enrolling in UNM in the fall are
eligible for the tryouts, said Prof. '
Fred Dart, director of the
marching'band.
All girls interested in the
tryouts should wear tennis shoes
and shorts· to the Saturday
session, Prof. Dart said.

felony. The law, which will take
effect in June, also makes
trafficking in marijuana
punishable as a second degree
felony.
T'ne basic provisions of tl1e new
law relating to simple possession
are as follows:
-Simple possession of less
than one ounce: a fine of
$Sii·$100 and up to 15 days in
jail.
-Simple possession of from
one to eight ounces: a fine of
$100-$1000 and up to one year in

However, it'd be healthier for
people's bodies than some of the
stuff I sell.
Corpol.'ate Name
Girls buy more ice-cream than
boys do. One six-year·old girl said
she wanted to · be an ice-cream
man when ahe grew up, ~o we
talked fo): 1\ minute about how
she'd probably like it better if she
were an ice-cream woman instead,
Her imagfil is right, though, even
down to the corporate name: "Ice
Cream Man Company."
A female driver· (there are
three out of a dozen at the
company I worked for) has
inserted a "WO" in tbe
appropriate spot on her truck to
retain a bit more sexual identity.
Another woman who drove for a
week before leaving, says, "If I'm
gonna drive an ice-cream truck, I
might as well be a hooker. Hell, if
I'm gouna hook, why not be a
hooker?"
Profit Margin
Irrefutable logic, since daily
profits amount to $8 to $12 a
day, less if you take time to talk
to people and don't charge tax (it
comes out of the driver's pocket
then)- Otherwise, you begin to
relate to people who approach the
truck !lS consumers, thinking, "I
hope they buy a 20 c~nts item so
I'll make 6 cents instead of a
fudgesicle where pJ:ofit margin lies
at 3 cents."
One driver wanted to organize
the others into a Wobbly local.
Imagine the headline: Kids Weep
as I.W.W. Local Strikes Ice Cream
Company. It didn't work. l've put
leaflets and announcements on
the side of the truck, advertising
yippies going to San Diego, a gay

liberation dance, and striking
shuttle-bus drivers (a local Austin
issue). The ice-cream truck,
though, is not the ultimate
political propaganda medium.
The ear-splitting bell, the
stl,loped back and the flow of
m'oney, not to mention unusual
personal relationships when your
one common g,round is
popsicles--most drivers stay on
despite it all. My god, if more
people get into this racket, we 'II
end up a nation of hunchback,
tonedeaf capitalists.

'Joreign

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tun Nips
brakes, air conditioning '
8: expert welding'
FREE PICKUP &: DELIV.ER;Y

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

Custom Design
From our shop . . . The bold contrast of the
rough and the smooth forms this Intaglio de~
sign. The highly polished free form facets create
the most. unusual in wedding band design.

Repair&: :\laintcnance
on all foreign (:ars

f?&aue~tWH/C{j-Cfb~.
jEWELERS

Car Specialisls

"The Unusual as U~ual'."

333 Wvomin~r Blvd. NE.
Free Estimates
265-5901

I
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iRINiDAD'S

IIUiJ/iN ~ BOOTS

jail.

-Simple possession of eight
or more ounces: a fourth degree
felony punishable by a prisou
term of one to five years.)
The referendum question was
presented to the Senate by Sen.
Janice Arnold who also submitted
a bill to fund the Committee to
Legalize Marijuana. The latter bill,
which would allocate over $679,
was referred to committee.
Ill other action, Senate also
voted to allocate $55 to the
Unification Church (One World)
and confirmed the appointment
of Wendy Dudley to Student
Standards and Jesus Juarez to
Student Standards as an alternate.

The Hoover is a dam site bigger
.than the Grand Coulee.
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Ladies Slacks
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40% off
• Sl'OP_- SA.\JE TODAY! Came B:aek ScM
NW~ Shlpmf!nls Arriving

r-aily.

• 1711 'tALE SE .•• ott the road to the AlrpOrt
,. Behind PicJn'!!'ef Weaf, buHdiriff rtlarl!ed "RETAIL'~
"v~~tc.r:. Well;cm~! C.,1J 247 155'1
for rlfrnhons- • Par$( ·at tfl~ Door.

Factory Outlet
~
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,
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Nader S
I

daily luncheon special
AUTHENTIC LEIIAt.IESE ~OOD

salads
allnaturalfoods
.shishVeget.arian
kabob & $hish kafta

Tue$-Frt 11:30..2 pm, 5·10 pm
Sat & Sun 5-10 pm, clos!KI Man,
5900 Lomas NE
266-:!62?.)

5011 Menaul NE
(where theyre tearing up the road)

Telephone lSS...7950
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COllegeOTEdzicalion Namesltujttlo ?lssistant-Defl'n-.-.~-

McCann Starts Freely. Gets Fine Result.

Human Aspect of New Dean Emphasized
By PETE VIGIL
The College of Ed1.1eation
(COE) has a new assistant dean,
Rupert Trujillo, director of
Teacher Corps at New Mexico
State, has been chosen as the
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
for the COE.
''The COE faculty and I are
extremely pleased to have Rupert
Trujillo with us," Dean of the
COE Richard Lawrence said.
"He was recommended to me
by the committee that was in
charge of selecting the assistant
dean and the students had an
active and influential role in his
selection," Lawrence stated.
Bill Greenfield, a graduate
student involved in the selection
of the as;istant dean said he was
very favorable in the choice made
by the dean.
"I felt that Trujillo was th"
mosL qualified. He was one of the
uve that fuifiiled th" tl-u:til
dimensions of the job. They were:
familiarity with student problems
and needs, an understanding of
the ethnic diversity of UNM, and
administrative ability. The student
advisory board to the dean,
composed of eight graduate
students, were very favorable to
Trujillo's selection," Greenfield
said.
Debbie Ha.-t, the undergr::duate
representative on the committee
for the selection of the as;istant
dean was also pleased with
Trujillo's selection.
"l am pleased to see that

II

I

Rupert Trufillo was chosen for
the position. Being chairman of
the committee to screen
appllcants, I was most impressed
with Rupert. He's from New
Mexico and is a graduate of UNM.
He knows the Southwest and is
aware of its problems," Hart said.
Hart also emphasized the
human aspect of the new dean.
"Talking with Trujillo, I felt he
was sensitive to student needs. I
felt he'd be able to relate to
students no matter what their
ethnic background is. l think he'll
be able to bring the students and
faculty together but most of all

Earth Science Colloquium
Frank Press, chairman of the
department of earth and planetary
sciences at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will lead a
two day colloquium at UNM,
including a ganeral audience
ci. is cussion on "EartluJ. u"ke
Prediction," on April 17; at 8
p.m. in room 122 Northrop Hall.
At 9;30 a.m. April 18 in room
340 or Northrop Hall a more
technical discussion on "The
Earth's Interio~;" will be held.

Vigilantes Applications

Vigilante applh::ationz can be
picked up for the sophomore
men's honorary in room 157 of
Scholes Hall. A minimum GPA of
2.75 is required. Applicants must
be sophomores by next fall.
The deadline for applications is
April 30, 5 p.m.

University Forum
11

8ecoming: Easter Week at

Fort Lauderdale"
Bill Trimble, University Staff

Aprill6
6pmSunday

Grace Church
115 Cedar St. NE

he'll be a great asset to the
College," Hart continued.
Trujillo gave his views to his
new jobll through a phone
conversation with the Daily Lobo.
"I want to get lots of student
participation as soou as l get
there, which will be July 1. But to
balance the student input I must
not ignore departmental
priorities," Trujillo said.
"The job is attractive to me in
two ways. First there is no
preconceived structure to the job,
although there are specific duties
to the position. Secondly, I am
impressed and pleased in the
self·analysis the COE is presently
going through. It exemplifies a
concern on the administrative side
for bettering itself," Trujillo
added.
Trujillo gave some views on
what he thought the job entailed.
"New M"'xico is way behind in
the !1f'Prl~; of the bilini!ual
students. I am very much against
the way the language is
being taught. There has eo be a
better way of teaching people the
language. We must offer t;mguag<.>
in a different way. Yo~.t cannot
learn a culture without: tau~

II

base with it," Trujillo said,
- "One must have a broad
perspective in rectuiting, We have
got to recruit from the sma:l
communities around New Mexico
and also go beyond that,
Education must be tailoted just in
case a student wants to return to
his community. There are a lot of
people not coming to UNM and I
intend to utilize faculty and
students in recruiting New Mexico
high school students from these
out of the way places," Trujillo
stated.
Trujillo received his bachelor
and master degrees from New
Mexico Highlands. In 1969 he
received his doctorate in
education administration from
UNM. He has been a classroom
teacher in Rio Arriba, and a
special education director in
Socorro. Among his many credits,
he has been a field coordinator for
tb~ Home Improvement Program
of the Ut'ftce of Equal
Opportunity,. a consultant for
Educational Projects Incorporated
in Washington, D.C. and regional
coordinator for Leadenhip
Training Institute for Career
Opportunities Program,

"INVITATION TO OPENNESS"
Less McCann
(Atlau.tic/SD 1603)
This is Les' first solo album in
quite a while; he is probably
better known through his piano
and vocal work with Eddie Harris.
For this album, Les attempted
to create a situation whereby all
the musicians were free to ex:press
themselves through near-total
improvisation, The only formal
structure imposed during this
session were basic bass lines and
chordal · changes which Les had
arranged and then conveyed to
the artists immediately before
recording. It was his hope that the
freedom allowed the various
instruments would set the mood
for his compositions.
The result was a very informal
and imaginative recording session,
which is a rarity in any field of
!11Usi~.

"'

Rupert Trujillo

'Black Athlete Day~

April 16, 1972, the Quettes of
Omega Psi Phi are having their
weekly Coffee House at the
Afro-American Studies Center,
1819 Roma NE. This day has
been especially designated as
"Honor the Black Athlete Day....
There will be a wiener roast.
The athletes will pay half price for
whatever is served.
Everyone is invited to attend.

Candidates Meeting

There will be an ASUNM
candidates meeting for April 14 at
7 p.m. in room 231-E or the
Union. All candidates should
attend.

Robert Kelly, who was
scheduled to read at 8 p.m. in the
Honors Center April 14, has
cancelled his reading. His car and
his self broke down.

selecting the proper course from
among Math 010, 020, 121, 123,
150, 162 and 180.
They will be scored
immediately after completion.
F'aculty of the maih department
will be present for advice.

Bike Club

Navajo Students

Poetry Cancelled

The UNM Bike Club will tour
to Corrales April 16. Those who
wish to bicycle out to Corrales are
asked to meet at 9 a.m. on the
Mall near the fountain. Bring a
lunch.

Special Exhibition
A special one day exhibition of
nine artist's proofs of wood cuts
by Herman Zaage, illustration by
Arlene Zkowski and Stanley
Berne, may be seen today only in
the Anderson Room on the first
floor of Zimmerman Library until
5 p.m.
These proofs have not been
seen previously as part of Zaage's
work now on exhibit in the lobby
of the library.
The entire Berne-Zkowski
exhibit in Zimmerman will end
Aprii 15.

Absentee Voting

If you will not be here for the
June 6 primary you may begin
absentee voting procedures at the
McGovern table in the Union.
Under new voting laws you
need be in the state only 30 days
to be eligible to vote.
The deadline for registering to
vote is April 25.

Placement Tests

Student-graded placement tests
in arithmetic, algebra and
trigonometry will be held at UNM
April 14 at 12:30 p.m. in
Education 101 and April 18 at 2
p.m. in Education 105.
The tests aid students· in

Same ·Rhythm Men
It is the musicians who make
this album what it is, a soulful
excursion into expressionistic
jazz. Accompanying Les' piano,
electric piano, and moog
synthesizer is his rhythm section
from his previous album with
Eddie H:mis, It !ncludes Donald
Dean on drums, "Buck" Clarke
and Bernard Purdie taking care of
percussion, and James Rowser on
string bass.
Further accompaniment comes
from Jodie Christian, the
excellent Chicago piano player,
Despite White House Cornell Dupree, a blues-orientated
opposition to the bill, two-thirds guitarist, and Yusef I.ateef, the
of the GOP r:;enators~including w:.ry fine reed man who plays
the Republican leadership- tenor sax, flute, and oboe.
McCann's use of two· artists on
supported it. So did Sen, Henry
M. Jackson (D-Wash.), a the same instrument is almost
unheard or and allows for an
presidential hopeful.
The other three senators vying infinite range of sounds and a
for the Democratic presidential
April Fool's day fell on
nomination this year-Edmund S.
Tuesday in the year 1800, and
Muskie of Maino, George S.
will come around again on
McGovern of South Dakota and
Tuesday
in 2036.
The
Arts
and
Sciences
Student
Hubert H. Humphrey of
Advisory Board has requested that
Minnesota-were away
graduating seniors this year
campaigning and missed the vote.
The War Powers Bill would contribute money to the UNM
require a president to seek General Library Fund rather than
Congressional approval before renting a cap and gown.
Dave Brands, chairman of the
committing U.S. forces into
action-except in a limited Advisory Board, said, "the UNM
number of emergency situations Library system needs three times
and then only for 30 days unless as many volumes as it now has to
Congress authorized an extension adequately support studies and
research at the University.
April's Specials
or hostilities.
"To help the Library meet that
Backers argued such a law was
12-BxlO's
in living color
needed to counter the trend of need we are requesting that
with
FREE
wedding
album
presidents since World War II to graduating seniors this year give
For only $80.00
commit troops to battle under the the money they would normally
president i a I authority as pay out in rent of a cap and gown
on all weddings that are
commander-in-chief without to the General Library Fund
place<! wi:th us this month.
consulting Congress. Under the instead."
Offer
Includes:
Brands said checks should be
constitution, Congress has the sole
e
4x5 of each brides maid and
made
payable
to:
power to raise armies and declare
maid of honor
The Greater UNM Fund
war.
e
4-5 of bride and groom together
Library
Foes, however, contended the
e
Photograph
of bride furnished·
Room
200
War Power Bill would "tie the
by
us
for
local
at time of
New Mexico Union
president's hands" and deny him a
University
of
New
Mexico
chance to act swiftly to defend
Albuquerque, NM 87106
the country or its allies.
He added that donors may also
Republican senators attempted
repeatedly to kill the bill or water deliver their contirbutions in
it down during two weeks of person, but stressed they "should
debate, but were snubbed each make sure it is earmarked for the
L~brary."
time.

Undeclared War Measure
Receives Senate. Approval

c~1.~1Pus BRxEFs

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Senate Thursday gave 68-16
approval to unprecedented
1 egis lation that would bar
presidents from involving America
ill undeclared wars like Korea and
Vietnam.
Sponsorll hailed the· action as a
"historical" landmark in the
continual tug-of-war between
Congress and the Whlte House
over the conduct of war and
peace.
The measure-vigorously
opposed by the administrationwould require a presid,ent to get
prior Congressfonal approval
before committing U.S. forces to
prolonged fighting abroad.
It would not apply to the
current Indochina conflict, which
has dragged on for more than 10
years.
While chances the House would
pass the measure seemed slim and
\Vhile there were rumblings of a
presidential veto should the bill
ever reach Nixon's desk, backers
expressed confidence.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R·N.Y.),
chief sponsor of the War Powers
Bill, said public pressure would
make the difference.
"All predictions as to what will
happen to his measure will go up
in the air like smoke if the people
feel this gives them a decent
reassurance both as to the security
of the country and as to the peril
to their lives and fortunes," Javits
said after the bill passed. "l have
great confidence that it will
.•. and that a measure very much
lik2 this one will become law."

All Navajo students see
Stanley Towne at the Native
American Studies Center April 14,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
consideration for fall semester's
scholarships. Renewal forms will
be available at the Center. For
further information call Glenn
Paquin at 277-3917.

Blue Key

Applications for Blue Key can
be obtained at room 157, Scholes
Hall. Applicants must have at least
8 9 semester hours by the
beginning of the fall, 1972
semester. Deadline is April19 at 5,

Las Campanas
Applications are now available
for Las Campanas, junior women's
honorary. To be eligible women
must have an aggregate GPA or
3.0 or greater and have earned
between 41 and 64 hours.
Forms are available in the Dean
of Students Office, the Activities
Center in the Union and at the
main desk in Hokona. Deadline
for applications is April 21.

II Pohticos II

Clutch Cargo

Former N.M. governor David F.
Cargo will be on campus April19
at 10:30 a.m. in the Union to
answer questions and present
campaign issues.

great deal of interaction between
the musicians. The exchanges
between instruments and the
breakl! and lead-ins are all done in
a beautifully precise manner.
Likewise, the tempo alternates
between fast and slow ~hrouglwut
each tune and provides a smooth
background for the other
musicians. This large range of
personality and sound is
conducted through the simple
gestures which Lea imposes, He
manipulates the freedom of the
music in order to express himself
wi.thin his compositions and also
to evoke emotional response.
Open Feeling
'l'hia album is mainly concerned
with the feeling which is a result
of the unrestricted openness
which occurred when all these
fine musicians pooled their
energies.
The funkv. low•.and dl;awn·ou.t
chords of the electric piano
played by Les seem to contrast
with the fast high notes being
banged out by Jodie Christian.
The bass lines and drums usually
provide the beat and carry the
melody, while the percussiouists
make use of con~as, temple bells,
gongs, maracas, tambourines, and
an occasional glokenspiel to add
to this conglomeration of sounds.
Cornell Dupree plays excellent
second guitar behind the
progressive, rock-like sound of
David Spinozza's highly-amplified
electric guitar.
Master Lateef
One of the finer aspects of this
album is the beautifully melodic
playing of Yuset Lateef. His
gentle yet masterful control of the
sax, flute, and oboe allows him to
weave his own music within the
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OF BE!':F $1.95

Sen.•ed with Brown .Gravey,

Baked Potato or French

-·--·Fde~;Sc.up-or-Sa!ad;

--

-----

&Vegetable

I

CoRN FED PoRK
CHOPS

(2)

BREADED VEAL CUTLET

$2.35

$1.85

T-BONEUSDA

COLOR IN THIS "MINI~

PRESIDENTIAL
1, Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
om nor., purple, brown, red, blue and Ol·
ive. (You need them anyway for school.)
2. Now·~·color in the picture according to
tl1em.1 color nuide numbers. (6), Orange
(9). Purple (b). Brown (2). Rr~d (3). Blue
(12). Olive. Please do not rolor unnumbered areas.

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!
3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he or she
is not your favorite presidential .candi:
date, have patience. You'll see your favorlie soon in the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to as!( about Flair's runnino
mate, the Flair Hot Liner.)

CHOICE STEAK
Served with Soup or
Tossed Green Salad,
l\Iaslted or French Fried
Potatoes, Vegetables,
Rolls & Butter

$4.80

Ir l

Albuquerque, N.M 8'7106
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277·4002
The Daily New Mexico Lobo is

Y2 FRI£0 CHICKEN
4-l'CS,

A SUNM vice presidential
candidate Jerry Buckner will
announce his candidacy at a
meeting Monday noon at the
International Center.

New Mexico
1• .. ~~
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 127
Box: ~0, University P."o., UNM,

$1.75

Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed Potatoes or French
Fries, Rolls &: Butter
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ACRoSS FROM CAMPIJS
ofiCit everyday 6 a.m. to 9jJ.tn,
Cr~mAL &: GlRAilD
265-160!)

published Monday through Friday
every ~egular week of the University year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate Is
$7 for the academic year,
The <:!pinions expkessed on the
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
are those of tht\ author solely. Un·
signed opinion is that of the edi·
torial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico.
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Itaiian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.E.

Donate to Library

Candidacy
RoAST SmLOIN

context of the other musiCians.
He makes good use of changing
tempos and 'is almost
indiscernable as he draws himself
into the melody.
·
It is very difficult to critically
analyze an album which is so free
in nature. Les McCann has
accomplished a great deal in
bringing together such a wide
variety of artists and creating a
synthesis of expression. All the
musicians on this album were able
to transcend a fe1~1ing of
commitment to routine structure,
and the result is a, uniquely open
and creative piece of art.
Hayden L. Conant

You and she may make it
big! But for now • • • .
a very special gift for
a very special girl. The
Diamond that says
"take me along"
Single Diamond $19.95
Two Diamonds $29.95

jeweler~~
"~-.;;; •. ?
Your personal service jeweler
open tonite 'til7 p.rn.
2312 Central SE • Student Terms

Our diamond
bridai sets will go to
her heart.
·.
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~~~~~~ Diamonds

2001 Eubank NE

Saturdoy LD-6

Twogether
13
$250
Oowntown-318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Win rock

298·8280

Embrace Bridal Set
9 Diamonds $575

Use one of our convenient charge plans
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---Bradshaw Enjoying New Position in Spring
Lobo Sophomore Pursuing Opponents At Defensive End
switched the native of Farmington
to defensive end. Steve ii happy.
He'll now get more of that thing
the game of football is all about.
That thing called contact.
"I don't really know why he
(Feldman) made the switch, but I
think I'll. play more," Brad$haw
said. ''I like the position alot, It
gives me a better chance to hit
people."
Bradshaw added that the
defensive end position is not as
difficult to play as linebacker
because "you don't have to think
as much."
New Position
You may not have to think as·
much, but the physical aspect of
the new position will be more
demanding. Steve is preparing for
that; he has worked very hard this
spring.
Bradshaw doesn't feel he is too
small to do a good job at

By GREG LALIRE
Some people would rather fight
than switch. Other people take
the easy way out and· switch
instead of fight. Then there is
Steve Bradshaw, UNM football
player, who will switch but also
will fight more-or at least hit
more.
The 6-2, 210 pound Lobo
sophomore was a starting outside
line backer last fall. This spring,
Coach Rudy Feldman has

We Care
About Our Custome,s

SAVE MONEY!
COMPARE

defensive cp.d

0:1

the college .!eve!,

and his linebacker speed will be a
valuable asset.
"I can run the 40 in about
4. 7," he said. "It should help me
tremendously. It's fast for a
lineman."
All that speed may be needed
on Saturday when Bradshaw and
the UNM varsity take on the
Alumni in the annual
Cherry-Silver game. Steve is the
"containment man." In other
words, i~ is his job to see that
nobody gets around his end. Some
pretty good and pretty speedy
alumni will make that task rather

YOU
BUY
Open Mon.-Wed .•fri. till9:00
7611 Menaul NE 296-6978

SUN MADE
Health Foods
6605 Lomas NE"
(opposite the fairgrounds)

Telephone

265~0!98

difficult. People like Nate McCall,
Sam Scarber, and the running
quarterback Rocky Long.
Not Overconfident
Despite the fact Bradshaw has
excelled in the Lobo spring drills,
he isn't about to show any
overconfidence."
"Oh yea; I have an enormous
amount of work still," he said
when asked about the success of
his shift to defensive end. "I still
have to correct a lot of mental
errors,"
He mentioned two Lobos who
are challenging him for a starting
end position-junior Lew
Heckroth and Steve Stuart.
"Coach Feldman won't decide
who is starting until he sees our
performances next fall," Steve
said. "I'm not sure if it'll be me or
not. I'll just try the best I can."
If past football fortunes are any
indication, Bradshaw should be
moving int,l)

hi~

t.bl"P.A"'Pnint stance

when the UNM defense takes the
field in its iU'st game next fall.
His successful football career
began way back in the sixth grade.
"No one told me to play
football. I just wanted to go play,
so I did," Bradshaw said. "I never
had any idols or favorite teams or
anything. Nothing like that. I
don't know why, I just never did.
I just wanted to play football."
Farmington Native
A lot of people are glad about
that. Not only the UNM football
staff and UNM fans, but the
people of Farmington as well.
Steve earned all-state honors in
his first two years at Farmington
High School where he performed
as a 185 pound guard and center.
In his senior year, he made a
svvitch too, becoming a linebacker
on defense and a fullback on
offense.
He won All·American honors
that year and many a recruiter
expressed an interest in having the
footballer from Farmington on
their teams.
"I got scholarship offers from
most of the Big Eight schools, all

La Tienda del Museo
Museum of Alb.
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Strike Ends
CHICAGO. (UPI)-The
13·day·old Baseball strike, the
first time in history players had
stopped crowds from getting cut
to the old ball game, has ended,
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn arinotmced Thursday.
Kuhn came out of a 4 1h-hour
meeting at the Marriott Hotel in
Chicago and said he had "good
news-the owners and Major
League Players Association agreed
to end the strike. Kuhn saiQ. the
season would start Saturday, as
had been expected,

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RAT~S: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimtim (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word If same ad runs fiVe or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals

5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent
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team. Split ends will be Ace
Hendricks and John Stewart,
. ln the defense are included
Hettema, Smith,. Tod Kh:in, Skip
Lawson, Jerry Buckner, Mike
Buck, Gary Plumlee, Wallace, Bob
Gaines, Quintana, Bruce
Markham, and Dennis Timpe.

Enlightenment
Joseph Sen Wu associate
professor of philosophy at
Sacramento State College will
speak April 14 at 3:30p.m. in the
Kiva.
·
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LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
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condition for the upcoming clash. dudng his 1963·65 career at Korpitz, Nate Medal! and Steve
"I try to keep in shape;'' said UNM, while Long ran up .a total l"ulle~: from l~t fall, and Beitler.
Lineup
Hettema for the first practice the of 4461 in his three year career
On the line for the alum
Alums scheduled ·wednesday.
ending this past fall.
Rick Beitler was Quintana's offense are Henry Noe, Brad
In pro football, Hettema played
the offensive tackle position, but replacement, and will also appear Bramer, Skip Lawson, Steve
said he told student assistant Gary in the game, as will Tm:ry Stone, a Swanson, all on the left side,
Repetto, who is handling the graduate o.f Albuquerque's except Swanson at center, and all
coaching tasks for the oldsters, he Highland High, who led the nation recent graduates. Dennis Marr
wanted to play defense for the in passing while at UNM in 1967. ( 19 6 6) will help Swanson at
game.
He finished his junior year in center. On the right side include
Despite the fact that, from 1967, hitting 160 of 336 attempts Tom Walker (1971), Steve Avery
(1967), John Shipkowski (1971),
what Hettl!ma has witnessed of for 1946 yards.
the Lobo varsity team in practice,
Julius Koziol (1969). Tight enda
Long in Wings
New Mexico "looks real good, and
When the 1969 season opened include Mike Carpenter and Phil
has good coaches," the pro against Army, coach Rudy Franczyk both from the 1970
veteran said "we're gonna beat the Feldman was facing a 'Year with
varsity for the first time ever."
only 10 lettermen and a group of
Four Quarterbacks
untested sophomores. The
quarterbacking was to be handled
The alums have four men who
by a redshirt and a freshman.
at one time or another played
quarterback for the Lobos in the Standing in the wings, listed as
maybe a defensive back and
past. Among them are Stan
Quintana, who, just out of the · maybe a third team quarterback,
was a young&ter from Cucamonga,
marines, spent some time with
Calif01:nia_ named Roderick Lone:
Min11P.~nt;. !I!!Q th!! N"W Or!~>nn~
who preferred to be called Rocky~
Saints. Quintana was player of the
A defensive back in the spring
year in the WAC when he was a
game, Long saw limited action
junior at UNM in 1964. He held
against the Cadets, throwing one
the total offense record up until
pass that went incomplete and
this year when Rocky Long, who
Yushing for 17 yards. He took over
also will appear for the alums,
at quarterback against Brigham
broke the standard last year.
Young his sophomore year and
Quintana totaled 2666 yards
never lost the starting assignment
again.
Long and Stone are on the
probably starting lineup for the
alums on Saturday. In the
backfield are former star fullback
Sam Scarber, halfbacks Larry

BOOKS I

. i?IMS.

$1.50 to Su.oo

~.

LOBO

aw, a 6·
sophomore from Farmington,
start at defensive end for the Lobos on
Steve Bradshaw
Saturday ~gain$ the !!l!!mni. Brail.sb.aw has
been having an exceptional spring practice
..
and predicts a varsity victory Saturday over
the Alums.
"I think spring practice is
the WAC schools, and from the
Southwestern Conference," important if you want to do well
Bradshaw recalled.
in the fall," asserted Steve. "It's
"I felt I had a better chance to not just conditioning. Spring drills
play here and help the football are a mental thing too. It's a
program," co!)tinued Bradshaw. teaching program."
"I knew I'd have a good
opportunity because UNM didn't
have a winning team then."
UNM has a winning team now,
and Steve is working hard because
he wants to be one of the 22
principle parts of the Big Red
The University of New Mexico
Machine. Working hard at this tennis team puts its 6-6 record on
time is just as important as the line here Saturday when the
workinl! hard in the autum said Lohos play host to a strong
the sophomore spring sensation. University of Arizona team.
The match gets underway at 10
a.m. at the University courts on
the main campus.
Coach Joe Ferguson's netters
defeated Kirtland Air Force Base
6-0 here Saturday after an Easter
Maker.s of-Hand Made
vacation swing into Utah and
In~ ian Jewelry
California. The Lobos could win
:
OLDTOWN
:. . . . . , , , , , . . . , , . , . , , , , , . . ! .. , •• , , , , . . . . ,, ....... e
but once in five road outings
,~. defeating Fresno State 7·0. UNM's
..
number two singles player Tim
Over 30
(
Russell was injured on the trip
Different
•
Sandwiches
'
is doubtful this weekend.
Mon·Sat
1 andArizona
will come to
11 a.m.-3 a.m. ·'
Sun
'
Albuquerque after meeting New
11 a.m.-1 a.m. ·
Mexico State on Friday. The
1600 Central SE
842·6736
Wildcats have posted a 14.·2 dual
""t. ...
match record behind the play of
veteran Bud Guion and freshman
Rand Evett. The Wildcats lost
only to Utah and powerful Trinity
(8·1). New Mexico was defeated
by Utah 8:..·;:;1.:....,__ _ __
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Hettema Sees First Alumni Victory Ever

·Netters Host
Ari·zona 'Cats

Wild African Jewelry

Schiff Trudent Toothpaste
Large Size
Reg. 69¢
39c
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Beads, Beans, Seeds

SPECIAL THRU APRIL 19
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By ROGER J, RUVOLO
Dave Hettema <played his
college football at New Mexico
Qnder head co!lcb Bill Weeks when
one-platooning wall\ still the
institution by whHlh teams
played.
This Sa tuyday,, the 6·5,
265·pound veteran of over four
y.ears of professional football
predicts the first victory for the
alumni in the history of New
Mexico's Cherry·Silver classil!.
The game, which is slated to
• kick off at University Stadium at
1:30 p.m. Saturday, will draw
such alums as Paul Smith, the 6·4,
260-pound star from Denver, and
Rodney Wallace, 6·5, 260, from
the world champion Dallas
Cowboys, besides Hettema, who is
now employed in Albuquerque
after this season.
Pro Experience
Hettema played two years for
ihe Sa.u Ft·~u1Ci::n1V 49t:tii 1 tuid tw·u
more years with Atlanta's
Falcons. He said he felt the years
of one-platoon football required
players to be in better shape .than
the present two-platoon (one
squad for offense, one squad for
defense) system.
Hettema said he is in fair

Hours: 9:00 a.m. to .5:30 p.m.

Granolas-Honey-Seeds
Grains-Snack-Cosmetics
Soaps-Shampoos
Chico San Line

··-

A1um Dave HetteJl!a
'
;

I

Alum star Dave Hettenia, a former
professional with the San Francisco 49'ers
and Atlanta Falcons, predicts the ill'st
- victory ever Saturday for the Alums over
Rudy Feldman's varaity. The 1965 UNM
grad is slated to start at defensive end for the
potent alumni team.

('.ol. Dept Cour10
Action No.
No. & Stet.

Course Title

ANTHROPOLOGY
Chgo.
D1
121 to 02()
G422
BIOLOGY
0()1
Dl
D60
110
Chg.
Chg.
01
06()
110
002
History
Ohg.
01 26()
162
001
MATH & STATISTICS
162
131
Chg.
01
320
Chg.
01
320
163
001
Chg,
01
320
163
003
Chg.
01
320
163
005
PHILOSOPHY
Chg.
01
410
323
001 to
Ohg.
01
410 G0358
001 to

CLASS SCHEDULE REVISIONS
SEMESTER I 1972-73
April14, 1972
Cr.

.!!!!!!!

@
Lft
f11

Day & Tlma

001 E.duc and Anthro
to
to

03 Credit Hours
03 Credit Hours

to T T 800-916P
No foot note
No foot note
No foot note
No foot note
G323
358

. 001
001

to Th 300-600

ACCOUNTING
Add
02
046 G502-002
ACCT MGT INF I 03
Students wanting 502 should register for section 002.
Due to a time conflict -section 001 will be cancelled.

Staff

:MW

500-615P

BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Add
02
050
J486
002
MKTG LOGSTCS
Staft'
T T 330-445
03
Students wanting 486 should register for section 002.
Due to a time conflict section 001 will be cancelled.
Elementary Education
Add
03
250
SS400-006 Stu Techng-COP
03-15 Petel'Son J MT\VTF Arr
Chg.
Chg.
Chg.
Chg.

03
03
03
03

500
500
500
500

150
150
1M
P222

to 02 Credit Hours

001
002

to 02 Credit Hours

001

to 02 Credit Hours
F 930-1220
and
1030-1220

ooa

w

Chemical Engineering
Problem 01-03 Castonguay, 'r
Add
04
300 G551
001
Art
Add
04
002
Problem
D1-03 Cox,
300 G551
Arr
Add
Problem 01-03 Dasher, R.
04
300 G551
003
Arr
Add
04
aoo G551 004 Problem 01-03 Quentin, G.
Arr
Add
Problem 01-03 Whan, G.
04
300 G551
005
Arr
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Chg,
04
400
104 ~ The section number!! listed in the Schedule of Cla!!ses are out of order.
C E 104-001 is listed twice, The second listing should be 104-002, then in sequence, change; the old 104002 to 104-003, old 104-003 to 004, old 104-004 to 006, old 104-005 to 006, old 104-00G to 007, old 104-007 to
008, old 104-008 to 009, old 104-009 to 010, old 104-0lOto 011.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Add
04
800
G455
001
ENG PROJ MGMT
03
Staft'
M W F 1230-120
PIIARMACY
Chg.
09
376
P475
001
to 04 Credit Hours

TERMS; Payment mlll!t be made in t'11ll prior

1l

PERSONALS

LOY ABLE BLACK LABRADOR cross female, B months old, needs good home.
~wnc~-~ng int~rmy. -~~2-71:!8.
4/14
DORM RESIDENTS NEEDED to organize
vot<'r registration. Use the power. Call
Tom Rutherford for State Senate. 2658695.
4/20
AGORA: Decau~e sometimes. :im;t having
someone to listen helps. NW cornet of
Mesa Vista. 277-3013.
tfn
WANTED TO RENT: house or apt. for
two adults & two children within walking
distance of UNM, June l to August or
part thereof: Write to Prof. Ken Rosen,
English Dept., Dickinson College, Carlisle,
Pen11. 17013.
4/21
ANYONE WISHING to take Optometry
College ndmillSlons test in New Mexico
4/14
pleas call 266-2360.
HELP I HELP 1 HEt.P 1 A crazy bunch
of young pretty girls needs tutoring in
all areas. Plei\Se help us 1 Just call 2778611 and ask for Barbara Parker or
Janet Vaught-or come to 2500 Central
SE, second floor, across fro111 Johnson
Gym.
4/19
TRANSIT: having a hnrd time 1 Dnur
Counselin~ and Information. Call 2.17·
5342, Mesa Vista 1056, Sun·Thurs., 6·12
Fri. and Sat. 7-ll.
7/Z
2)

LOST & FOUND

LARGE TAN PURSE stolen at the lti·Fi
House. Please, Please send all my notes
and credit cards, you can keep the rest.
255-1695.
4/18
FOUND: Set of keys on ring east of Yatoka Hall (on lawn), Claim at Rm. 205
Journalism.
4/14
FOUND: Set of l:e:,'ll on rln:: in Ye!e Perk.
Claim at Rm. 206, -~ourn~i~~·
4/14
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL 'l Call
Animal Humane Association. 255-5523,
tfn

31

SERVICES

RIDE NEEDED I For 6-lli-72 to New York
City-share expenses-243-3682.
4/20
T"Y.PEW'Rii:Ei;-sMITn" coiio:NA sTANDARD. Mathematical keyboard, $45. 299·
6883.
4/20
FREE: Female German Shepherd puppy,
8 mont.lJ! old, r!'ll'lgterl!d. hu had. .shots.
Dog house-free-call 842-5987. Steve.
,4/14
RESUMES-UNM SPECIAL, $13.50. Also
Local -National- Overseas EmPloyer
Submittals. Ralph Shaffer. PROJi'ES~NAL RESU~ES. 296-8891.
5/4
FLIGHT TRAINING, Thil! ad and $5
gives you your first first flight 1 VA &
FAA a\)proved school. Private thru
ATR, Sandia Aviation at the Sunport.
Contact Bud or Matt. 247-2244.
4/17
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
COPIEs--off-aet press. Special student
rate of $14.50 ($11.60 for original only).
Call 265·8751 for appointment-Mr. Patterson.
tfn
UNM GRAD STUDENT d~ good tuneups for $5. Includes timing, carb adjustment, installation and lti!Ds;rfng ot
points, condenser, and plugs. Other
wotk done cheap Includes installation of
l!lboc:Q ($2 each), waterpu:mp11, and
other mundane chorea that service sta•
tlone rin :vou off !or. Grant. Box 4175,
Station A, 87106.
tfn
3) SERVICES
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, IDENTI·
FICATION photo. FIUit, Inexpensive,
p)eMing. Near UNM. Call 265·2444 or
~o:me to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28

4)

to insertion of advertisement

tests where the American diet was
By SAM DUBOIS
An authoritative, gravel-voiced found to be deadly and
1)~, VW CAMPER-New engine, brakes,
grandmother with her. silver hair disease-causing.
tires, F,M. Excellent condition. 242·4046.
"The real reason for this
tall in a bun told story after
4/17
scandal
is to make money, The
frightening
story
about
the
bad
~AHA DT-1. Like new. 282·5849, 4/17
health of the American people, to health of the American people is
1964 DODGE. Half ton panel truck,
a packed crowd in the Union in the hands of the industrialists,"
318V8, 4-speed, AC, carpeting, paneling,
couch. $895.00, 299-Q988 Poll,
4/17
she said, citing examples of baby
Ballroom last night.
Beginning with her surprise at food and softdrink manufacturers
LARGE BLACK BELGIUM SHEPHERD
PUP6-6 weeks old. $10.00, 898·0614.
seeing so many non-students, who wouldn't let their children
4/17
nutritionist Adelle Davis launched eat their products.
1962 RAMBLER AMERICAN STATION
Birth control pills, like other
into a ·series of anecdotes and
WAGON, $250 cash firm. 266-2360, 4/17
estrogens, rob the body of vitamin
explanations,
blasting
America's
1969 MGB CONVERTIBLE pllll! hard
food producers, doctors and diet. B6 causing, among other maladies,
tQps, 25,000 miles. $1,900. 299·4839, 4/19
"Every year the~:e is more and cancer and skin rashes. Referring
1964 PONTIAC four door Bonneville. New
tires. Good transportation. $400. 299·
more junk on the market all to the latter, which appears in the
4839.
4/19
robbed of its nutrients, 10 she said. genital region, Davis said, '":rhey
HAND MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus~
She talked about qenriched take the pill to enjoy intercourse,
tom, $55 to $65. 282-5894.
5/5
bread," with "40 nutrients and they get a rash so they can't
MULTIPLEX receiver with Garrar<t
enjoy it. H She advised Vitamin E
subtracted, two added."
changer, $79.95. United Freight Sales,
3927 San Mateo NE.
4/24
"Our wheat, rat droppings a:nd to counteract the estrogens'
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE is 1n Old
all, is bleached empty of food effect.
Town at 109 Romero fjt. NW, We still
"Unless you're drinking milk,
value, she said, to keep the bugs
have our sandals, bags, pants, jackets,
4/11
visors, belt pouches and mort:~.
from getting interested, an you're low on calcium," she
interest.inlt n.reference of continued. "The l.'otten. bgarts" of
5J !"OR SALE
additivP.s." - •
heart-transplant patients,· "won't
1971 SINGER Sewing Machines, $49.95.
The author of four best-selling support life because they have no
United Freight Sales, 8927 San Mateo
lf,E.
4/24 books, Davis listed cases of every· calcium," she said.
Continuing on minerals, Davis
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, rebuilt engine, new kind of nutrient deficiency. She
_!i~es, m~~!c blue. K~n, 21!8-8773,
4/14 listed instance after instance of spoke about magnesium, found in
work. Earnings to $500 weekly. Sumepsom salts and green, leafy
MALE PUPPIEB-Collie/German Shepherd
mer or permanent. Paid expenses, bon·
mix. 277-2945 from 1 :30 to 3:30, 898-3361
vegetables,
but mentioned the
lll!es,
travel.
Complete
current
informa•
from 5:30 to 9:30 M-Th-F.
4/14
tion-onlY $3.00 money back guarantee.
effects of eating too much: "You
BASIC H complete line organic pl'Qducts.
Apply now for best opportunitiesget a green stool; great for
Please call 243-4604 afternoons.
4/14
write today Ill Intel;'llatlonal EIJ!ploy·
ment,
Box 721-N198, Peabody, Massa·
Christmas or St. Patrick's day, but
VW DUG 1964. New paint. 58,000 mi. $595.
chusetts 01960 (Not an employment
299-5876. 1113 Westerfield NE.
4/14
it won't help your health much."
agency
Allergies, too, as well as
!966 VW, new paint, tires, battery, chrome ~----~==--~------------------5
POSITIONS
available.
Part-time
now,
1'ims. $800, 265-4660.
4/14
infections, are caused by various
fulJ-tlme summer. $72.00 wk. average.
4/14
Call 265-4958 or 242-0553.
NEW & USED MUSICAL INSTRU.
deficiencies. She lauded the Leche
MENTS & RECORDS, Brothers Music, TYPIST WANTED. Part-time now, full
League,
a breast-feeding
~- ~entral NW. 242-3745.
4/18
time this summer, SW Teacher'R Agency,
association, saying a mother's
1303 Central NE. Call 242·3645 for ap'61 MERCURY. Cheap tranepo:rtatlon.
pointment,
• _
4/14
Good engine. $150 or best offer. Contact
milk guards the baby against
Steve at 265-2777.
4/18
"PERSONS OF. VARIOUS OCCUPA- allergies because of the nutrients
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA and
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
it contains. She also spoke of the
Overseas Opportunities, up to $2,600.00
40 per cent- Diamonds and custom
monthly.
For comnlete information, write fallace of starving a pregnant
b~n!!.~. Chl!.rlie Rome.ra:-,-,..34.4.1!1149.
4/Q
to ·.roB RESEARCH, Bo:& IZGS, ctli•A, woman, and her baby, to keep her
30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30-$60. 441
Toronto, 011t. Enclose $5 to cover cost.''
Wyomln~ NE. 255·5987.
5/2
6/5 slim during pregnancy. "A big
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student JOBS ON SHIPS! MEN, WOMEN. Per- baby's a healthy baby.''
discount on everything in lltore. Darkfect 11ummer job or career. No experience
"Not one medical school in the
room $Upplfes, Jllm, chemicals, proceasrequired. Excellent pay, Worldwide
ing. Southern Exposure LTD., 2318 Centravel. Send $2.00 for information. Sea- entire United States," said Davis,
tfn
tral!!.cro.ss from Yale Park.
fax, Fox 1239-NR, Seattle. Washington,
"gives courses in nutrition." She
98111.
4/21
often contradicted standard
6)
EMPLOYMENT
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTIFtJL-Sell ftowera-srood PaY-118 Yale doctor's advice, recommending
CONVINCE ME-That you would be inSE. 266-1011.
tfn
more vitamins and less drugs.
·terested in a uniQue career opportunity.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDEN~
"If it's advertised, don't buy it"
Helping to prevent pollution and infla·
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, summarized Davis. She advised
tfon. Do you have enough foresight that
etc. All professions and occupations,
you arc willing to devote 2 days in our
$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expenses paid, the audience that one of two
Albuq. free training prognun, which
overtime, sigbt$eeing. Free information things will happen: uEither there
could qualify you for a guaranteed
Write Jobs Overseal!, Dept. K9, P.O.
minimum earning of $2.00 per hour or
Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92115 4/27 will be a curtailment of sales of
more upon completion. ReQuirementsbondable-ca~leancut for appointjunk, or America will go down the
ment, call .Mr. Confidence, 7:30-9 a.m.
7) MISCELLANEOUS
drain." She asked them to not
or ...........
8-9:30 p.m. on]y 266-1777.
4/17
.
INTERNATIONAL JOBS-Europe, South
$285 JET ROUND TRIP TO LONDON only watch their purchases, but to
America, Aida, Australia, U.S.A. O;:enfrom A!buquen)ue. June 15-Bept. 1 and write their legislators.
lngs in all fields-social Sciences, Bua-

-

iness, Sciences, Engineering, Education,
ete. Alaska construction and pipeline

June 23-July 27. Information~ Academy
of International Studies,l308 Don Di~o,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
4/19

in toWn
Henry's Drive-In
1 I6 Central9 am to II
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St!dents&faculty

5
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DUKE CITY CLEANERS
2219 _J.ead SE
266-4333(2 blocks South of Campus
between Harvard and Yale)

iii

1969 TRIUMPH 660. Semi-chopped, looks
beautiful. Cheap-842·0628.
4/20
KAWASAKI: 5oOcZg;,d condition, 10,000
miles, $600, helmets included, 247-2384day. 282-5818 evenings.
4/27
NOkWEGIAN ELKHOUNDS FOR SALE.
Doth pet alid t~how quality, 256·3642.
4/19
HEAD SltiS-POLES·BINDINGS-BOOTS7~~--good bargain--$50--243·1495. 4/19
P.A, System with six channel Bogen mixer.
Two Turner microphones. 243-3643, 4/19
EASY BOY RECLINERS, $39,96, United
Ft-eight Saler, 3927 San Mateo NE.
4/24
1968 FffiFmmn conv. 40() cu. trreat shape
$1Gii0 or best offer, Call 265·2188. 4/17

DADDY:S
~HhotJc:

265

Cott~au·,

B£A'IT "

255-0166

of t.:trot "h:th

Co-hit
1:15

3:35
5:35
7:35
9:35

0220

)Srast

5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of Stm Mateo)

c-om~Ql

HELD OVER 3rd & Final Week
Double Feature
Student Rates

the

Sprays, Heat, br Other
.Sissy Put Ons
Fdr Men or Women
by Appointment only

Md tl:e 1-•ornbly ~

1n \h11 6lm, uAsony '' produced Ly 'u~,c:;hon c:r.d 1mph·
c.ottcn .
hnghng drn."'rt.t''•

"'r-.u...,

No Nets, Gels, loquer

Af!U!'ITINQ h; t::n <!t;<r&hcd o> the
r.mt"o ltu!:1£M.A.l1.~ i; :UAU\·. 'ih~

hu rormet lo~t. 'Jl.c.n tcr.J:o:'t flll-t! {;~·
pcre.e ne,-cr lt:' up M tba n:m b~!.b to a thfltllflll -nnd
ahackir.R clunax. SA'ICRDAY nEVIE\V (dmtntnttd th:,t

t..e: "Wiltt!J .og:ur.!t

lU lJ.I
and~

Expert long air Design

GO~!:

tr.~t ttrr.!ya~g tlmlf~t

fUm tells tt;c rotory l){ .a )'PUhst man turr.ttl t.orr.ortdally

APRIL 18-19-20-21

BE·\l:TY AN!J THE
autht•nt!l. pt>r-

at1

sonal st,ll!•mf'nl h~ thl' ~\frat
fr~nc h put> I It " ,1l1n ,, fa•thrul
,,daptatum uf thP tiJIIIC '"~l'nd
\Vhat PITWfA(I~ •'• (I nMgrutu ent
Y.mk <If art, I'Oinyahl£> nn the
levell!f .1 (,my Ia!£' and nwon.ng·
lui nn tfw lt·l ~I ol weal pnrtry.

I
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Color; R•ted M, A.3; JOI minutes
~rol While, P•ul Burke
H•llon•f Gener~f, dlreded by M•rk Robson

FOR SALE

1=

=
II -r • \
i=
I ~ J Coin-op I
·~ alsoavailablea
~~
t,co on all
&
I
• DRYCLEANiNG

FOR RENT

ATTRACTIVE ROOMMATE WANTEDLuxury Apt.-shag, air, pool, terrace,
dbhwMher, color T.V., health dub, etc.
Your cost $100.00. All expenses Included
-For furth!!~ infortn!lt!~n, call 2\!~ •.tr.r;q
daily after G:00 p.m.
4/18
5)

I
I

HAMBURGER

